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a)—otherwise : the executive command might be a scam artist without most yet, finding out. Though 

there is likely knowledge on-goingly to why a [ an unjust] scam artist may actually be there, for: in 

such an executive command position; if even connected to a specific or general revenue from [this 

means completion in training from or the equivalent] the training program; one might consider the 

unreal or rather illegal “quest” [i.e. not really qualify as a quest, then but labelled for ramification] 

 

b—compared for likely a status of actual crime check  

crime check : [just the past executive command position, interview] 
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 to another such executive command filled position  

[aside:  this is also a real  

Investigation of the  

Fact: that counseling 

In at least the facet 

Of career; [examination] 

Is synonymous in function  

With investigation & criminal  

Investigation [of criminology] ] 

… identity more accessible  - this executive command 

----------[this is a safety measure; instead of the opposite. Why?] 

 

Part Two. I’m sorry but I’ve been dealing with the local “police” department, who just won’t leave me 

alone along with the local “authority” garbage men or something like them.  I had two of the men 

approach and attempt to barricade me with multiple vehicles; and this past so much of my stuff being 

stolen and past repeated petitioning for storage; due to incivility of such “authorities”  There also seems 

to be no comprehension that auditory control blared out is not yelling; and not within my control. These 

dummies tank [no! the first meaning of tank] again; and break weapons near my head, and attempt to 

effectively kill me, who of course is unweaponed. Next the bus driver tried to get me killed and then 

denied it;  I was like have you met: say hello to surveillance. Can we say these acts of terrorism are 

connected.  Further the dimwit “garbage” men are effectively breaking the law with cohesion of local 

“police” support; and they don’t even know which laws these-their  groups are breaking; even further 

the “garbage” men started yelling me at from across the street that this is Mexico. Yes, here in the Bay 

Area of Untied States of America.  

[where’s the evidence] 

Military Advice: Call them and run-down the basics of auditory control to these unholy terrorists; until 

my next publication is out; what they are after are my spare books, clothes, food, research materials-

notes, college diploma, and notes of high-end volunteer work that I do which is semi-confidential, at this 

time. What are they after of you; you might need to announce through a-c; this version of that eponym; 

yes it’s an eponym. 
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Copy, confirmed; two enemy combatants approach a sanctioned area? With disguised and dangerous 

weapons; attempted to trample the body and bodies, and when complained about the attempted 

trampling followed by suit with attempted and aggravated theft; these who are publicly on illicit 

variations of illicit drugs while at their “work” and stalk corroboratingly wherever they are, follow suit by 

having “cop” “cops” and why not cops; who am I? and when the “cops” tell me that I must be trampled, 

why don’t I just listen? The local “cops” and such “authorities” support their cause?  [i.e. does it qualify 

as, a prior;] of belligerent incompetence to the disadvantage and infliction of functioning portions of a 

progressive and free society. Help?  

Tess, yes, it’s possible to be homeless and still functional due to involatile and circumstantial trauma; 

due to uh, such “authorities’’ as these escalating such matters of unjust is it? Violence.  


